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Abstract

This research is an initial step towards identifying an effective way to leverage a popular medium, YouTube videos, in
order to educate people about social media privacy risks and
how to protect themselves from privacy violations. We report on initial work classifying the current tactics used in
YouTube videos to do so. We find that videos fall into three
broad categories: Fear Appeals, Reflective Learning, and
Technical Literacy. Our work also uncovers how videos
utilize different levels of detail to get their message across.
We elaborate on how these techniques are employed and
suggest how this can be used to inform the design of future
online videos as educational interventions to promote user
knowledge of social media privacy.

1. Introduction

Social media has been widely adopted in many countries. In
the United States alone, it is used by 69% of adults [1]. Although people use social media to facilitate their social, professional, and even civil interactions, 91% of social media
users in the U.S. feel they have lost control over their online
privacy [2]. Backlash against widely publicized privacy
breaches such as with Cambridge Analytica have led many
users to feel they must choose between the benefits of social
media and completely abandoning it in order to protect their
privacy [3]. Rather than leaving users to make such a dichotomous decision, there can be a middle ground of helping them understand the types of privacy risks they face, as
well as how to take privacy protecting measures. This study
investigates how one form of media, online videos, are being used to educate people about privacy issues on one of
the most popular social media platforms, Facebook [1]. We
undertook a discourse analysis of videos on YouTube.
Namely, we address the following research question:
What methods are currently being used in videos to educate
people about Facebook privacy?
Understanding current privacy education approaches can
inform the design of future interventions. This paper draws
on the broader education literature to discuss the potential
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effectiveness of various approaches that we observed in
videos. It concludes by sharing implications for designing
effective educational intervention videos to educate people
about their privacy on Facebook.

2. Background

Social media research reveals how people often do not utilize privacy features, nor change default settings [4]. Studies
also point to how readily people disclose their personal information [5]. Indeed, there is much research that investigates the widely cited privacy paradox where stated privacy
concerns often are not reflected in social media users’ behaviors [6]. This has motivated several streams of research,
including one stream which investigates methods for increasing privacy awareness to encourage privacy-protecting
behaviors. For example, research shows how presenting
stories about peers who have been compromised can help
users take their privacy more seriously [7]. Other work has
focused on explaining privacy in a more accessible way
such as through privacy comics [8] or privacy labels [9]
(akin to nutrition labels). Scholars have investigated privacy
features, behaviors, and coping mechanisms that fall under
the broad categories of avoidance, modification, and alleviation [10]. Our research investigates YouTube videos as a
vehicle for making privacy education more accessible and
persuasive. This analysis of existing Facebook privacy videos is a first step towards that goal.

3. Methods

In August 2019, we performed a YouTube video search
conducted by using the keywords “Facebook” + “Privacy”
as well as the keywords “Facebook” + “Settings” + “Tutorial”. The first author identified video search results that were
in English, relevant to Facebook privacy, and relatively
short given our goal of accessibility and widespread appeal
(we used a generous cutoff of 15 minutes long). This involved analyzing over 5 pages of results, with 40 videos per
page, before topic relevance greatly diminished. Following
this process produced a final set of 26 videos fitting our
inclusion criteria. They were posted between February 2011
and August 2019, with an average length of 4 minutes and
20 seconds long. Our approach follows other studies in human-computer interaction that perform discourse analyses
[13] of various popular “texts” (e.g., videos, articles) to
glean design insights and opportunities [10,11]. Discourse
analysis scrutinizes both the message of a text’s content and

Table 1 Videos included in analysis
the tactics by which such content is rendered persuasive
[13]. Each video was carefully reviewed – its script, video
techniques, and the YouTube metadata (e.g., the YouTube
descriptor written by the content creator) were subjected to a
close reading and discussed by our research team to identity
patterns in discourse. Codes corresponding to these patterns
were created and used to categorize the videos (see Table 1
columns Approach, Subject Area, and Level of Detail for
codes and see Results section for description of each code).

4. Results

Through discourse analysis of the YouTube Videos, we
identified the privacy topics that were presented, the level of
detail used to describe these topics, as well as the method
used to persuade the viewer to protect their privacy. Table 1
shows this information and lists each of the videos by creation date, noting when the Cambridge Analytica scandal
occurred. We elaborate on our findings in this section and
present trends on the type of content presented in each of the
persuasive approaches.
4.1 Privacy Topics

We identified six subject areas that were presented in the
videos. The subject areas and a brief description are presented below.

Public/Private. Explains who can see what content, especially pertaining to Facebook posts and profiles.
Appropriate Sharing. Discusses what content is appropriate
to share on one’s Facebook page.
Data Collection. Describes the data that Facebook collects
about its users.
Data Permanence. Conveys the idea that once data is posted on Facebook, it may always be out there. It is impossible
to guarantee that it can be deleted from the internet.
Ads. Explains how targeted advertisements are shown to
users on Facebook and the settings for controlling ads.
Finance. Discusses the financial cost of the public perceptions of Facebook’s privacy violations.
While we make no claims to causation, we observed that the
latter three themes (data permanence, ads, and finance) did
not appear until March 2018, which coincides with the publicizing of the Cambridge Analytica scandal. These three
themes have to do with the relationship between the individual and the Facebook organization, highlighting how
Facebook is perceived as a possibly untrustworthy entity.
Earlier videos focus almost exclusively on interpersonal
privacy between individuals.

Figure 1. Examples of each approach: Fear Appeals warn about scary consequences (left), Reflective Learning surfaces one’s
past behavior (middle), Digital Literacy educates the viewer about how Facebook works (right)
4.2 Level of Detail

The privacy topics were described using different levels of
detail in the video. These different levels varied in the type
of information they presented to describe the topic, as well
as the goals they accomplished. They are as follows:
Context. Discusses the context surrounding Facebook use
such as regulatory factors, societal shifts, and trends in user
adoption. This explains to the user the real-world constraints
and loopholes that pose privacy risks to people.
Feature. Explains what settings and features exist, what
actions can be performed on the platform (e.g, post, like),
and other information about how Facebook functions. Understanding a specific functionality helps the user see exactly how and what information is shared that could cause a
privacy violation.
How-to. Shows how to change a given setting or perform a
specific task on Facebook. This empowers users to control
the functionality of Facebook such as changing defaults and
selectively sharing information.

appeals lead to lower test scores compared with positive
appeals to do well [15].
In our dataset, these types of videos frighten viewers by
presenting scenarios of users falling victim to nefarious parties that access their data. Videos described contextual information such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal and
discussed the functionality of Facebook that could lead to
privacy violations. They discussed topics such as what if
your information could be stolen and what could go wrong
if your data is released and available to the internet. For
example, several videos attempted to motivate users to action by pointing to Cambridge Analytica, a company whose
access to user data may have unduly influenced voters in the
U.S. 2016 presidential election. Figure 1 shows an example
of how fearful, negative, and threatening language are used
in these types of videos.

Most significantly, we found that the videos fell into three
categories, which each align with interventions used in the
field of education. We discuss each of these approaches and
give examples of how they are integrated into the videos.
While all privacy topics were subject matters in each of the
three approaches, we identify gaps in how level of detail is
used in each approach.

However, these videos failed to acknowledge the relational
and informational benefits people gain in using social media
[14]–[16] that might motivate them to continue heavy use of
Facebook. Indeed, in lieu of any solutions, the videos seem
to suggest the only recourse would be to terminate use of
social media. In fact, each video does not provide more than
one level of detail and so viewers who are educated thoroughly on the context that leads to privacy threats, do not
know exactly how this is done technically through Facebook
features. Those who learn about how features work are not
provided with a how-to guide on how to change that behavior. Thus, even if the fear appeal is effective in bringing
about awareness and concern, without providing guidance
on how to protect their privacy, it is uncertain whether
viewers would go to the opposite extreme and completely
avoid social media.

Fear Appeal. This category of videos educates users
through fear of potential privacy violations – scaring users
by illustrating the negative ramifications of not protecting
their privacy. This approach is often used in the health literature to promote healthy behaviors by communicating the
negative consequences of particular behaviors (e.g., smoking cessation, safe sex; see [18,20]). The effectiveness of
such approaches is debated – in the field of education, fear

Reflective Learning. This approach involves reflecting on
and becoming more aware of one’s past choices and actions
[3]. This is in order to encourage viewers to make more informed choices in the future (which might be incongruous
with their past choices). A Reflective Learning approach has
been shown to produce positive learning outcomes in the
education literature where students review their past mistakes and improve going forward [10].

As we describe in the next section, these levels of detail
were utilized to different extents by the different persuasive
approaches.
4.3 Persuasive Approach

In the videos we analyzed, this approach took the form of
uncovering actual past disclosures that the user might now
regret sharing. This was in an attempt to change their attitudes and behavior for future disclosures. For example, in
one video (Figure 1) an interviewer asked pedestrians to
give their name for a supposed interview. Based on this one
piece of information, the video showed behind-the-scenes
staff members quickly searching publicly available social
media posts about the pedestrian. They surreptitiously fed
information to the interviewer through an earpiece. Pedestrians grew uncomfortable as the interviewer brought up
personal information such as inquiring about their parents
by name or asking whether they liked the grits that they ate
for breakfast. Upon revealing what staff members had done,
interviewees were astonished at how what they had disclosed publicly could be used by strangers and vowed to
change their posting behaviors.
Like Fear Appeal videos, Reflective Learning videos each
only utilized one level of detail at most. Furthermore, none
of the Reflective Learning videos in our dataset explained
how Facebook worked at a functional level and so interviewees did not get feature-level descriptions of why their
information was publicly available. Even if Reflective
Learning approaches motivate behavioral change, they may
leave a gap in user understanding of how these undesirable
results come about, or an understanding of how-to change
settings still leaves a gap in understanding which ones
should be changed and why.
Digital Literacy. This category of videos aimed to empower
users by educating them to be more digitally literate. While
the Fear Appeal and Reflective Learning videos tried to
make an emotional appeal to viewers, this type of video
attempted to make users feel more knowledgeable about
Facebook privacy.
Scholars vary widely in their definitions of the skills and
abilities associated with digital literacy. Definitions usually
include the ability to understand and use digital information
[2]. Many also emphasize the technical ability of users, such
as tool literacy [19]. Research that uses general measures of
digital literacy (including technical ability) to predict privacy-related online behaviors have had mixed results and
which vary based on personal characteristics [17].
Drawing on these various definitions of digital literacy, we
define videos in this category as attempting to educate people about 1) how information is used or produced on the
Facebook platform (i.e., understand and use digital information), and/or 2) how to use Facebook features or settings
(tool literacy). Figure 3 shows an example of a digital literacy video that teaches people what information is being collected about them and how to view and change that.

This was the only category of videos where we observed
videos utilizing more than one level of detail. However, no
one video drew on all three levels-of-detail, nor covered all
topics. Several videos explained how information flows on
the platform and how to change it, but did not provide the
larger context of why this is important and what are the social and privacy ramifications. Thus, no one video seemed
set up to provide an end-to-end privacy education intervention. Figure 1 shows an example of a video that uses the
digital literacy approach.

5. Design Implications and Conclusion

Based on our analysis, we observed that existing videos
range in content, level of detail provided, and their persuasive approach. The biggest gap we observed was that there
is no end-to-end solution that paints the full picture of why
privacy is important (context), what happens on the platform
to endanger this (feature), and how to protect oneself (howto). These are all necessary components in persuading one
to act and enabling them to carry out that action. Certainly,
the lack of such YouTube videos may point to the challenge
of creating a succinct video that satisfies all these components but is still fit for YouTube consumption.
However, we see a possible design opportunity to create
videos (or sets of videos) that (as a whole) integrate these
three levels of detail into their explanations. Furthermore,
further research is needed to evaluate how such a video
could be designed – for example, it is unclear what the relative effectiveness of fear appeal, reflective learning, and
digital literacy approaches are to motivating privacychanging behavior. It is also possible that some approaches
may be more effective for specific topics. For example,
some YouTube genres exist for “candid-camera” which
could be effective as a reflective-learning approach and perhaps the most useful for interpersonal privacy between Facebook users. Viewers could more easily anticipate threats
to their relationship with others through this genre. More
indirect privacy threats, such as Facebook collecting data
about its users, may require a fear appeal to make clear the
risks and perhaps could draw on the newscasting genre that
is used in videos to heighten awareness around risky situations. Furthermore, the interplay between persuasive approaches and level of detail is another dimension that needs
to be investigated.
By uncovering different types of content and approaches to
educating people about Facebook privacy, this work reveals
opportunities for evaluating and creating more effective
privacy interventions.
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